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									FREE Hockey Coaching Resource and Team Management Tools!

									ProSmart Hockey is your source for a full season of weekly practice plans, hundreds of animated drills, PRO skill videos, RosterBot team management tools, and so much more. We support the day-to-day lifestyles of recreational hockey communities by connecting every volunteer coach, manager, family and player to one holistic experience - for FREE! Hockey games can fetch you money through betting. Study the game deeply and choose your odds for better results. Bettors who want to bet on sites without a German license can visit https://www.wette.de/wettanbieter/ohne-deutsche-lizenz/ to find such betting sites.

"I have 2 kids in hockey but can't afford to put them in camps, etc. so I've created a backyard rink and taken it upon myself to coach them along. Thank you for the support you offer on your platform. It has helped me help my kids!” 
- Jason H. 


									Register your Association for Free!

			

		

		



		
		
			
									
The ProSmart Hockey Advantage
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Practice Plans

Week-by-week, age specific, printable practice plans available to the whole team. Follows international standards and endorsed by the NHL Alumni Association.
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Animated Drills

Easy to follow animated drills. Encourage your players to watch them on their own time to hit the ground running during practice.
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Skill Videos

Dozens of skill videos clearly demonstrated by current and former NHL pros, experts and kids cover the "how to's" of hockey all the way up to offensive and defensive strategies.
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Team Events

Scheduling team events has never been easier. Team members will receive event reminders and can RSVP with their availability so you always know the team attendance.
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Team Communication

With the live team chat, group emails, and instant update messages for events, all team communication is centralized within the RosterBot app so no one is left out.
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Team Payments

Link your team bank account to Stripe, create team fees and let RosterBot take care of the reminders, processing, and tracking.








			

		

		



		
		
							
									

			
									Development and Organization for Hockey Teams

									Teams that use ProSmart's personalized hockey coaching system say it improves practice planning and makes them more fun. Just like ProSmart's coaching system improves practice planning and enjoyment for hockey teams, 슬롯사이트 platforms leverage personalized recommendations and gamification to enhance the planning process and make casino gaming more fun and immersive. By embracing these innovative approaches, players can have a more personalized and exciting gaming experience that caters to their unique tastes and preferences. Teams that use RosterBot's premium tools say it helps with team scheduling and last minute changes. 

Check out a sample of our videos and animated drills, or sign up for FREE to get access to our entire library.
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									It's free, why not?

 


									Sign-Up Today!
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